NEXT GENERATION ENCRYPTION AND KEY MANAGEMENT

MEET NIST CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK
STANDARDWITH SMARTCRYPT

What is the NIST Cybersecurity Framework?
The NIST Cybersecurity Framework is a reference guide for designing and implementing organizational cybersecurity
programs. It describes a recommended approach for evaluating cybersecurity risks and activities, and for implementing
new technology and business processes to enhance and improve information security.
The Framework was developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology in 2014, in partnership with private
sector stakeholders. An updated version was released in early 2017, and further updates are planned as cybersecurity
threats and best practices continue to evolve.
The Framework Core lists common cybersecurity activities, along with the activities’ intended goals, and external
references that can help organizations implement them. The Core groups activities into five general functions:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify: categorizing and evaluating the importance of an organization’s IT assets, processes, and data
Protect: implementing safeguards to keep assets secure and minimize the impact of cybersecurity events
Detect: monitoring and other activities to ensure that cybersecurity events are discovered as quickly as possible
Respond: containing and communicating about security events
Recover: restoring services or other capabilities after a cybersecurity event

The Framework also includes Implementation Tiers that define different levels of sophistication and rigor in security
activities, as well as Profiles that can help organizations describe their current or future-state cybersecurity strategies.

How Does the NIST Framework Affect My Organization?
The NIST Cybersecurity Framework is a set of recommendations and best practices, not a law. While many organizations
in the public and private sector have already adopted the framework, each organization (with the exception of US federal
agencies) is free to decide whether or not to follow its recommendations.
However, beginning in 2017, all US federal agencies must use the NIST framework as the official standard for their
cybersecurity programs. Executive Order 13800, issued in May 2017, requires agencies to conduct cybersecurity risk
assessments and develop action plans to implement new programs as described in the framework.
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How Does Smartcrypt Help Meet NIST Standards?
PKWARE’s Smartcrypt combines strong encryption, simplified key management, and intelligent data discovery to enable
organization-wide control over sensitive data. With Smartcrypt, government agencies and other organizations can
implement the NIST Framework standards for risk identification, data protection, and reporting.

NIST Standard

Smartcrypt Solution

Subcategory ID.RA-1:
Asset vulnerabilities are identified
and documented

Smartcrypt’s data discovery tools let organizations detect sensitive
information on user devices and network storage locations. Discovery
agents can be configured to detect data based on each organization’s
unique needs and business processes.

Subcategory PR.DS-1:
Data-at-rest is protected

Smartcrypt protects data with FIPS-compliant AES encryption, leaving
it inaccessible to anyone but authorized users. Smartcrypt protection
remains with data no matter where it is stored. Organizations can also
use Smartcrypt Transparent Data Encryption to meet requirements for
securing data at rest.

Subcategory PR.DS-2:
Data-in-transit is protected

Smartcrypt’s persistent data encryption travels with data everywhere
it is used, shared, or stored, eliminating gaps in protection. Smartcrypt
keeps data safe in transit whether it is exchanged via FTP, email, or
other methods.

Subcategory PR.DS-5:
Protections against data leaks
are implemented

Smartcrypt applies strong encryption that remains with data even when
shared or stored outside the organization’s network. This ensures that
data remains inaccessible to unauthorized users if stolen or mishandled.

Subcategory PR.PT-1:
Audit/log records are determined,
documented, implemented, and reviewed
in accordance with policy

The Smartcrypt manager console enables complete control
over encrypted information, while Smartcrypt’s Data Security
Intelligence tools provide full reporting on every encryption and
decryption operation.
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PKWARE is a trusted leader in global business data protection. For three decades PKWARE has focused on data. Building on our
compression expertise with the latest encryption technology, PKWARE protects data for over 35,000 customers, including government
agencies and global corporations. Our software-defined solutions provide cost-effective and easy-to-implement protection that is
transparent to end users and simple for IT to administer and control.

